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This abbreviation identifies pipes  
with a particularly attractive grain  
or an elaborate manufacturing.

A story with a happy end

A lawyer and an economist meet up one day... 
The two really hit it off. They talk for a long time and even 
laugh together. It quickly becomes clear that this will be 
the first of many such meetings. 

Almost 4 years later, we meet our two protagonists again: 
the lawyer and managing partner Alexander Eckert and the 
economist and managing director Martin Ramsauer. That 
initial meeting has developed into a trusting, intensive and 
forward-looking succession process.

Alexander Eckert is retiring from active management after 
38 years with a smile and a tear in his eye and is handing over 
the reins at VAUEN completely to his successor Martin Ramsauer.  
“You would’ve made a good lawyer,” Eckert once noted. “Thank 
you very much for the compliment,” Ramsauer replied. 

Alexander Eckert has run VAUEN, a company that can look 
back on a proud history spanning over 170 years, not just with 
a great deal of passion and imagination, he also made sure 
he dealt with the entrepreneurial and emotional task of 
clarifying the company succession early on. And he found an 
ideal successor. Today, VAUEN is the last active pipe manu-
facturer in Germany and the world’s leading manufacturer 
of activated carbon filters.

Of course, Alexander Eckert will remain loyal to the family 
business. As a partner, he will continue to attend meetings, 
conventions and pipe events. And he will remain available 
to Mr Ramsauer as a ‘sparring partner’.

In this way, it is ensured that pipe history will continue to be 
written successfully at VAUEN and our passion for enjoyment 
will be shared with pipe lovers all over the world. 

Many thanks for your trust and loyalty,

Alexander Eckert Martin Ramsauer
lawyer economist



The new decade has begun – welcome to the 2020s. 
We head into this age full of verve. And with a very special pipe.
Its name: Venti – Italian for ‘twenty’. 

Here, the conical bowl with its flattened bottom immediately 
catches the eye, giving this pipe a certain stability and 
making it a practical sitter-pipe. The curved shape makes 
the model look elegant and compact at the same time. 
The striking connecting piece of polished aluminium gives 
the pipe its unmistakable charm.

La dolce vita, for pipe lovers with a taste for the exceptional.

Venti

Art.-No. VT 1

Art.-No. VT 2

Art.-No. VT 3
rusticated



The new Hawaii white dot series is characterised by its innovative and so-
phisticated pipe design. We were inspired by the typical Hawaiian wooden 
surfboards. Different combinations of precious woods result in three 
unique compositions. To highlight the natural brilliance and depth of 
colour of the wood even better, the surface is waxed and oiled. 

In order to guarantee our customary briar wood quality and unadulterated 
tobacco enjoyment, the tobacco chamber and the inside of the stem are 
additionally equipped with finest briar wood inserts. 

Hawaii N° 10 tobacco
 
Black Cavendish, Virginia ready-
rubbed and brown Cavendish mixed 
with the finest Golden Virginia to 
create a mild and interesting blend. 
Fruity, sun-ripened oranges in 
combination with dark chocolate 
and a hint of vanilla pamper you 
with an exotic, refreshing aroma. 
The different cutting widths of the 
tobacco ensure an even burn.

Hawaii

Art.-No. HW 340

Art.-No. HW 337

Art.-No. HW 140

Art.-No. HW 240

Art.-No. HW 237

Art.-No. HW 137

N° 10
Hawaii



Burgund

The Burgundy region in central France, famous for its sweeping landscapes 
and traditional vineyards is the eponym of this natural pipe. 

We have deliberately chosen a high-quality, marbled cork in order to 
authentically match the interplay of the two natural products – briar wood 
and cork. The matt surface and the two brushed aluminium rings create
a puristic design with a timeless look. 

In vino veritas.

Art.-No. 1633

Art.-No. 1632

Art.-No. 1615

Art.-No. 1675

Art.-No. 1613

Art.-No. 1635



A charm as casually elegant as the name. A pipe with two sophisti-
cated but unobtrusive aluminium rings, which enclose a white acrylic 
ring with 3D groove optics. In order to optimally bring out the grain 
of the wood in white dot quality, the pipes are subjected to a 
multi-stage staining and polishing process. 

The result is savoir-vivre translated into smoking pleasure.
Très charmant.

Etienne

Art.-No. ET 161

Art.-No. ET 171

Art.-No. ET 183

Art.-No. ET 111

Art.-No. ET 127

Art.-No. ET 137



Piccolo
It‘s the inner greatness that counts. 

Our Piccolo pipes feature six completely newly developed bowls. 
With this model, we were inspired by a selection of the most popu-
lar bowls in our range. Carefully and with great attention to detail, 
we created smaller versions of their bigger siblings with their own 
character. Connoisseurs will find great pleasure in compact form, 
especially useful when travelling light. 

Two different colours and finishing processes round off the new 
shapes. The white dot variant is stained and polished several times 
to bring out the best of the grain. 

Art.-No. 3023

Art.-No 3026
Art.-No. 3025

Art.-No. 3055

Art.-No. 3022

Art.-No. PI 123

Art.-No. PI 126
Art.-No. PI 125

Art.-No. PI 155

Art.-No. 3024

Art.-No. PI 122

Art.-No. PI 124



BEETHOVEN

In December this year, we will be celebrating 
the 250th birthday of Ludwig van Beethoven. To honour
the great man, we have created a new Classic Edition in a 
limited and individually numbered series of 300 pieces. 
Exclusively for the Beethoven series, we have developed a 
bowl-ring-combination with an elongated mouthpiece.

The famous composer’s signature and ‘250 Jahre’ are engraved on the 
silver ring. The pipe is presented embedded in an oak wood box. It is 
accompanied by an exclusive ‘Best of Beethoven’ CD, which can also be 
conveniently streamed via QR code for mobile use. Klassik Edition BEETHOVEN



Castor

One of the great attractions at the Forum Romanum 
in Rome is the Castor Temple with its three columns 
dedicated to Castor and Pollux, the sons of Leda 
and father of the gods Zeus, that rise up strikingly 
from the ruins.

For us, this classical beauty serves as a model for 
a pipe that fascinates with its combination of three narrow 
aluminium rings and two briar wood rings. The interplay 
between these features creates an intriguing relief.
The wooden rings are produced separately and colour-
matched to the finely grained pipe bowl – an extremely 
delicate piece of craftsmanship. 

This is how classics are made.

Art.-No. CS 172

Art.-No. CS 186

Art.-No. CS 168

Art.-No. CS 108

Art.-No. CS 138

Art.-No. CS 142



Art.-No. Almar S 
sandblasted

Art.-No. Almar

The new Almar model from the Auenland family 
captivates at first sight with its curving and 
extravagant lines. 

We owe the newly created bowl shape to one of 
our esteemed employees, a trained sculptress, 
who has been learning the traditional VAUEN 
pipe-making craft with great dedication and skill 
for several years. 

Thanks to its ergonomic design, the pipe rests 
wonderfully in the hand and is reminiscent of a 
magnificent, perfectly shaped tulip. The flowing 
colour gradient in the briar wood head, whether 
smooth or sandblasted, ensures a particularly 
elegant appearance. The long stem guarantees a 
relaxing and cool smoking experience. Like all 
the Auenland pipes, this one also comes in an 
attractive gift box.

You can find the entire VAUEN product range 
online at www.vauen.com.

In addition to other pipe models, 
our Auenland family includes various styles 
of tampers and tobaccos as well as a matching 
stand that turns the pipe into a complete 
work of art. 
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